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Abstract

RI

In recent years the driving force behind software development of the Electronic Medical

SC

Record (EMR) has been gradually changing. Heterogeneous software requirements have

NU

emerged, so how to correctly carry out development project has become a complex task. This
paper adopts the knowledge engineering and management mechanism, i.e. CommonKADS, to

MA

improve existing strategic information management (SIM) plan as a design methodology to assist
in software implementation for medical institutes. Moreover, the concept of software quality

D

engineering is integrated into the proposed plan. We evaluate the adopting performance by a real

TE

case. After describing the adopting details, this study further examines the maturity level of the

AC
CE
P

architecture alignment between the target solution analyzed in the proposed plan and the built
medical system.

Keywords: strategic information management plan, electronic medical record, software
development, knowledge engineering and management, software quality engineering
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I. Introduction
There exist numerous barriers for software development in the medical sector. Medical

PT

sector is a highly professional and time-varying industry, and the types of medical resources are

RI

so complicated and difficult to manage. Besides, the technical staff in hospital is the minority

SC

and normally does not have enough knowledge and experience of implementing medical
software development projects, so many medical institutes frequently cooperate with outsourcing

NU

companies. However, the implementation of software development is prone to fail, because some
hospital staffs are reluctant and have difficulty to communicate with software developers about

MA

vague and dynamic software requirements due to tight schedule and knowledge gaps. Moreover,
the development of medical system is often influenced by both internal and external

TE

D

environment. With the highly heterogeneous software requirements, how to develop a successful
project of medical system is not easy. In addition, there exists the danger that hospital managers
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may overlook the interplay between the medical system and organizational performance, if they
uncritically trust the promises made by outsourcing companies (Harrison et al., 2007). Hence,
the negative consequences of software development in medical sector occur more frequently than
other industries, such as gap between expectations of active users, fail to learn from past projects,
lack of integration, etc. These results indirectly cause poor service quality, waste of medical
resources, or even medical malpractice. Rahimi et al. point out that the healthcare environment
needs a suitable methodology to develop and evaluate the medical systems (Rahimi et al., 2009;
Rahimi and Vimarlund, 2007).
Most standards in medical sector focus on specifications of electronic health records (EHR)
as follows. BS EN 13606–1 is a European standard that aims to define rigorous and stable
architectures for EHR. The openEHR is a health informatics specification for EHR. The Clinical
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Document Architecture Release 2.0 (CDA R2) addresses universal requirements for exchange
and management of structured clinical documents. Even JCAHO, the American oldest and

PT

largest standards-setting and accrediting body in medical sector, has seldom laid great stress on

RI

medical software standards. Thus, there are few approaches proposed for effectively managing
and developing medical software. The BS EN 12967 presented a framework to describe system

SC

views, but it does not provide any details for system development (Lopez and Blobel, 2009).

NU

In general, CMMI for development (CMMI-DEV) and ISO standards for software
engineering are popular, because they play a vital role in integrating, regulating, and optimizing

MA

the existing practices and fundamental theories for the development of better software products.
However, the adopters must follow rigorous and disciplined approaches, emphasize

TE

D

documentation, and take care of each detail during the software development process based on
these two categories of standards. Therefore, they are too costly and cumbersome for the medical
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sector, because the resources and competences of hospital are usually unable to satisfy these
requirements. In addition, the most important thing is that these standards lack the flexibility to
handle the complicated and changing need from every medical department.
On the other hand, to develop the suitable software architecture (Bass et al., 2003), enhance
the software quality (Chirinos et al., 2003), and address the above-mentioned issues, the SIM
plan originally proposed to support medical software development is a candidate solution
(Winter et al., 2001). SIM describes how to organize information management, the tasks of
different working groups, and the software requirements from various stakeholders. Namely, it is
a blueprint for planning, directing, and monitoring the development of medical system.
Furthermore, by producing the suitable information strategies based on the strategic goals of a
hospital, it provides guidelines for strategic planning activities to support hospital information
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management which is crucial for the development of medical systems. However, SIM plan is not
yet formalized or mature enough for hospitals. Aiming to improve the existing SIM plan to

PT

address software development problems, this study introduces the method of knowledge

RI

engineering and management (Kendal and Creen, 2007) to modify the SIM plan. In this manner,
our solution can answer the research question of how the proposed design framework is utilized

SC

effectively to improve the software quality of medical system and build the suitable software

NU

architecture for satisfying different software requirements of every stakeholder in the medical
software development project.

MA

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related works about the
SIM plan and discusses knowledge engineering and management. Section 3 precisely explains

TE

D

the modules of the improved SIM plan and presents the interrelationships. Sections 4 and 5
demonstrate the adopting procedure of the proposed SIM plan of a real case and discuss the
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results by using concept of architecture alignment. Finally, Section 6 summarizes implications
learned from this study.

II. Theoretical Background

To implement the medical software development project, there should be a bridge between
the project leader, users, information system staff of hospital, and outsourcing companies to
generate comprehensive service level agreement. Thus, a concrete SIM plan, as a communication
channel, is needed to assist in determining the project implementation methods and steps. As for
the importance of SIM, Winter et al. claimed that without proper strategic planning, it would be a
matter of chance if a hospital information system fulfills strategic information goals (Winter et
al., 2011). However, even if there exist some guidelines of the SIM plan (Cassidy, 2006; Brigl et
al., 2005), most of them are too general and vague to be applied for a specific medical institute.
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Besides, these guidelines are not concrete enough, so they cannot be directly adopted.
Furthermore, these guidelines focus on theoretical background without the support of best

PT

practice, so they may not properly guide the inexperienced adopters, and the experiences gained

RI

from SIM plan projects cannot be stored and referenced.

Because many medical workflows are very complex, the medical system is knowledge

SC

intensive with manifold data sources. To make the SIM plan a formalized and feasible

NU

mechanism, knowledge engineering method (Studer et al., 2004) is adopted. Knowledge
engineering method is used to analyze, design, and evaluate the software with resource allocation

MA

from multiple aspects. Studer et al. pointed out the purpose of knowledge engineering is to
transform the process of constructing knowledge-based systems from an art into an engineering

TE

D

discipline (Studer et al., 1998), so it can provide a useful framework to improve the existing SIM
plan. Moreover, knowledge management assists in acquiring, creating, representing, and
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distributing knowledge within and between organizations (Ferguson et al., 2010; Kebede, 2010).
Extending from knowledge engineering and management, some modeling frameworks have been
proposed to handle the aspect of model-based approach.
CommonKADS (Schreiber et al., 2000) is a methodology used in the domain of knowledge
engineering and management for defining the structure of expertise models. The cornerstone of
CommonKADS is knowledge acquisition design system (KADS), and its primary advantage is
that knowledge engineers can use a variety of models to guide the knowledge-acquisition process
by refining and combining them into a fully specified model. In addition to CommonKADS,
Model-based and Incremental Knowledge Engineering (MIKE) (Angele et al., 1998) emphasizes
a formal and executable specification of the expertise model as a result of the knowledge
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acquisition phase. PROTÉGÉ series (Gennari et al., 2003) exploit the notion of ontology to
support users to develop an ontology-based knowledge management system.

PT

In order to choose the most suitable modeling framework, the major characteristics of

RI

above-mentioned methods are listed in Table 1. The comparison is based on the purpose-driven
framework proposed by Brazier and Wijngaards (1997). Since our purpose is to modify the

SC

existing SIM plan as a formal software development mechanism, the selecting criteria should

NU

focus on the topics related to software engineering. Therefore, it may not be appropriate to
choose an ontology-related modeling framework, PROTÉGÉ series, even though it is useful for

MA

developing custom-tailored editing environments to handle semantic web applications. For levels
of specification in Table 1, the CommonKADS adopts expertise models to describe enterprise

TE

D

status, but MIKE has no concrete method. It is not easy to use MIKE for inexperienced users.
Based on these reasons, we choose CommonKADS as the proposed mechanism for knowledge
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engineering and management.

Table 1 Comparison of the Modeling Frameworks

Modeling
Framework
Scope of
Modeling

CommonKADS

PROTÉGÉ series

MIKE

CommonKADS product

Domain knowledge and
problem solving method
(PSM)

Methodology

CommonKADS life cycle
approach

Levels of
Specification

Conceptual, detailed, and
operational (organization
model, task model, agent
model, knowledge model,
communication model, and
design model)
Conceptual Modeling
Language (CML) using

Domain ontologies,
domain independent
methods, and mapping
relations
Domain independent,
Domain dependent
(specification of
ontological knowledge,
content knowledge, and
case data)
Model

Reasoning behavior of
experts and process of
knowledge-based
system design
Knowledge
acquisition, design,
implementation, and
evaluation
Raw, conceptual,
detailed, and
operational

Languages

Graphical
representation
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Specification,
operationalization, and
documentation

PT

language, NewKARL,
and DesignKARL
Methodological
support, libraries, and
automated tools
Requirements,
problem solving
knowledge, domain
knowledge, and
environment
Specification,
operationalization, and
documentation

Specification and
operationalization

NU

Output

RI

Input

Methodological support,
libraries, and automated
tools
Problem solving
knowledge, domain
knowledge, and
environment

SC

Support

Backus-Naur Form (BNF)
notation
Methodological support,
libraries, and automated
tools
Requirements, problem
solving knowledge, domain
knowledge, and
environment

MA

Ⅲ. Design Methodology of the Improved SIM Plan
This study adopts the concepts of software quality engineering (Tian, 2005) to integrate

D

CommonKADS and the SIM plan for the purpose of correctly guiding the medical system

TE

development. The high-level architecture of the proposed SIM plan is carefully designed, and the
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relationships between the CommonKADS and the modified SIM plan are explained as follows.
The CommonKADS Methodology contains six expertise models: organization model, task
model, agent model, knowledge model, communication model, and design model.
1.

Organization model (OM) handles issues of finding out problems and opportunities,
describing focus areas of organization, defining high-level process breakdown,
categorizing major knowledge assets, establishing corresponding feasibility, and
assessing the impacts of intended action on the organization.

2.

Task model (TM) analyzes business processes; that is, it is used to analyze functions
and flows, objective structures, agents, performance and quality, goal and value,
resources, knowledge and competencies, and time to control. The model will
recursively examine all of the tasks to determine if they need to be further extended.
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3.

Agent model (AM) assigns tasks, and an agent can be a human being, a system, or any
entity which is capable of carrying out a task. The model describes characteristics of

PT

agents, competence of agents, corresponding authorities, related constraints, and

4.

RI

communication links between agents for completing a specific task.
Knowledge model (KM) is the most complicated component. It contains three kinds of

SC

knowledge: task knowledge, inference knowledge, and domain knowledge. Task

NU

knowledge is used to decompose processes and tasks into inferences and relationships.
After task knowledge has been defined, inference knowledge is used to present

MA

information-processing units of inferences. These inferences then define related
knowledge roles which are mapped to the domain knowledge. The domain knowledge

knowledge bases.

Communication model (CM) contains the transaction description and information
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5.

TE

D

is used to define concepts of objects, relationships of indicated rule types, and rules of

exchange specification. It uses a communication plan to describe the relationships
between agents and utilities. Within a specific transaction, the communication model
defines its identifier with name, communication plan, information objects, involved
agents, constraints, and information exchange specification. These parameters in turn
are connected to numerous roles of sequential agents, forms, and media of information
items. In addition, communication types, contents, and message references are then
specified in the detailed level of association.
6.

Design model (DM) suggests use of MVC metaphor to examine the proposed software
architecture and target platform. It contains checklists of architecture specification and
design for examining the proposed system. Moreover, it builds the CommonKADS
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reference architecture, list of available environment, checklist of architecture, and
predefined mapping to architecture.

PT

A SIM plan includes the following components: summary, introduction, hospital

RI

management, information management, current state, assessment, target state, and migration
plan.

The summary component handles issues of motivating the stakeholders to support the

SC

1.

2.

NU

SIM plan.

The introduction component presents content of the SIM plan, addresses the

MA

encountered problems of current environment, and how the solution organizes the
implementation methods and steps.

D

The hospital management component supports stakeholders to understand vision,

TE

3.

mission, goal, hospital characteristic, and organizational structure for improving

4.
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hospital administration.

The information management component allocates knowledge resources and assigns
the corresponding responsibilities. It aligns strategic information goals and principles
of the hospital. The reasonable criteria for state analysis and assessment of the existing
software architecture are then determined.

5.

The component of current state provides a survey of the existing system. The overall
software architecture of the solution is then examined.

6.

The assessment component is used to dig out the vulnerabilities, decide the next
actions, and conduct application portfolio management.

7.

The component of target state proposes the detailed software architecture to address
the encountered problems and should focus on the enterprise architecture planning.
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The relationships and communication mechanisms between software components are
defined, and the related knowledge sources are specified.
The component of migration plan designs how to achieve target state from current

PT

8.

RI

state; that is, changes between current state and target state are monitored by setting up
assessment points of software evaluation.

SC

We suggest using the CommonKADS to strengthen the usability of the improved SIM plan.

NU

The detailed implementing procedures and sequential relationships between components are
depicted in Fig. 1. The description of current state analysis is the basis for top management to

MA

identify if the strategies of hospital are well supported by information technology or not. Thus,
the target solution which focuses on problems and opportunities portrays the expected

TE

D

performance of the hospital strategic management. Based on the assessment of current state and
the image of target state, the implementation solution is then designed with the feasible
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mechanisms (e.g. software architecture, communication mechanisms, knowledge items, etc.) to
achieve the target state.
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Summary &
Introduction

Current State
Assessment

OM-3:
Process
Breakdown

Integrate

Information
Management

OM-5:
Judge Feasibility

SC

OM-2:
Description of
Organization
Focus Area

OM-4:
Knowledge
Assets

MA

Integrate

NU

Integrate

Hospital Refine
Management

TM-2:
Knowledge Item
Analysis

RI

TM-1:
Task Analysis

Refine

Refine

PT

Feasible or not

OM-1:
Problem
Solution
Context

Integrate

OTA-1:
Assess Impacts & Changes
(Comparing current and
target states)

Complete Context Analysis & Start Migration Plan

D
CM-1:
Transaction
Description
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Interact Define

Complete Concept Analysis

TE

Intense

KM-1 (Task Knowledge):
Task Goal
Task Description
Task Control

KM-2 (Inference
Knowledge):
Assessment Intense
Inferences &
Roles (Dynamic & Static)

Interact

Intense

Map

KM-3 (Domain
Knowledge):
Concept (Domain Facts)
Rule Type (Relationship)
Knowledge Base (Rules)

Complete
Concept
Analysis

CM-2:
Information
Exchange
Specification

Complete
Concept Indicate
Analysis

Assessment

Complete
Concept
Analysis

AM-1:
Agent Model

Integrate

Target State
DM-1:
System Architecture
Indicate

Feedback

DM-2:
Target
Implementation
Platform

Architecture
Alignment
(Property-Based
Checklist)

Inspect

Inspect

DM-3:
Architecture
Specification
(Artifact-Based
Checklist)

DM-4:
Architecture Design
Inspect
(Artifact-Based
Checklist)

Complete Concept Analysis

Fig. 1.

Design Methodology for the Improved SIM Plan.
Organization model, task model, and agent model present the current state of the system.
They also describe summary, introduction, hospital management, and information management
of a SIM plan. Knowledge model, communication model, and design model present the target
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state of the proposed system. Moreover, the transformation between current state and target state
is monitored by the migration plan. After finishing a system, the feasibility of the existing works

PT

is evaluated at different assessment points, and the related tasks are conducted by suitable quality

RI

assurance activities. The detailed functions of models are described as follows.
OM-1 points out current problems and opportunities, organizational context with related

SC

mission, external factor, strategy, major value driver, and the proposed solution. It defines the

NU

scope of summary and introduction components of the SIM plan, since it identifies the problems
with corresponding solutions and decides the economical, technical, and project feasibility to

MA

select the most promising focus area and solution from the organizational perspective. Because
the preparation of a SIM plan needs great efforts, the plan must be approved by top management.

TE

D

OM-2 handles hospital management of the SIM plan, so the issues regarding structure,
process, people, resource, knowledge, and culture of the organization are analyzed. This
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component describes which units or who undertake which tasks and how these units are
integrated in the organization. At this phase, the analyzed processes and knowledge assets are
only preliminary results, and the further analysis is conducted by the following components.
In order to handle information management of the SIM plan, processes and knowledge
assets need further analyses. OM-3 breaks down processes, and OM-4 defines knowledge assets.
To identify the important knowledge assets, the relationships between them and main tasks are
listed, and the purposes of these assets are examined. For ensuring processes and knowledge
assets interrelating to each other, TM-1 and TM-2 are then used. TM-1 analyzes the important
characteristics of specific task and examines the relationships between tasks, knowledge assets,
and agents. TM-2 uses the knowledge asset characterization plus identification of bottleneck as
contents of a checklist to assess the knowledge asset. Since every task needs an agent to be
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activated, AM-1 decides which agent carries out which task. The relationships between the
specific agent with involved tasks, knowledge assets, and workflow-related characteristics are

PT

examined by AM-1.

RI

The above-mentioned components analyze the current state of the SIM plan in order to align
strategic information goals to the selected solutions. Ensuring the relationships between the

SC

tasks, knowledge assets, and involved agents is important for the following analyses, because it

NU

demonstrates what improvement can be realized. By doing these analyses, the feasibility of the
solution is enhanced.

MA

In order to define the objective software architecture of solution, the SIM plan uses
knowledge model, communication model, and design model to describe the target state. For the

TE

D

knowledge model, it includes task knowledge, inference knowledge, and domain knowledge.
The purpose of task knowledge is to define the task goal, task description, and task control. The
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preliminary tasks analyzed in the OM-3 and TM-1 are further extended to the inferences by the
related task methods. Inference knowledge maps the elicited inferences to the dynamic roles and
static roles. Domain knowledge defines concepts of objects, relationships of indicated rule types,
and rules of knowledge bases. The dynamic roles in the inference knowledge are mapped to the
concepts of the domain knowledge, and the static roles are mapped to the rule types of the
domain knowledge. Also, the status changes of the static roles are defined in the detailed rules of
the knowledge bases.
As for communication model, the transaction description and information exchange
specification are used to clarify the corresponding transactions and related flows. The objective
of CM-1 is to identify the involved information objects, agents, and constraints. CM-2 is in
charge of defining the detailed attributes of involved information objects, agents, and message
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specifications. The relationships between agents and utilities are also described in the
communication plan. Knowledge assets defined in the OM-4 and TM-2 and agents defined in the

PT

AM-1 are connected to the corresponding transactions. Besides that, domain objects defined in

RI

the domain knowledge are connected to the related transactions as information objects.
DM-1 defines software architecture, and the target platform is elaborated in the DM-2.

SC

Also, DM-3 and DM-4 in the CommonKADS Methodology suggest using the MVC metaphor to

NU

elicit checklists in order to analyze the target state of SIM plan. Actually, this design pattern is
categorized into the following components: controller, view, and application model. The

MA

analyzing procedure captures the comments about software architecture level and application
level and examines the usability of solution. Software inspection is conducted for ensuring the

TE

D

software quality of target software architecture.
All assessment points should be carefully examined via quality assurance activities to
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strengthen the usability and applicability of the proposed SIM plan. The modified SIM plan
creates assessment points which also align with the concept of software quality engineering. To
reach quality assurance, software inspection is a suitable activity adopted in our SIM plan. For
software inspection, it includes checklist-based, scenario-based, and abstraction-based. The
checklist-based inspection further includes an artifact-based checklist and a property-based
checklist. The final step of design model chooses to use artifact-based checklists to examine the
software architecture. The property-based checklist is used in formal inspection to review the
solution analyzed in the SIM plan. Therefore, the concept of architecture alignment is introduced
in the assessment phase. During this phase, the specific quality goal is set up, the suitable quality
assurance activity is assigned, and the corresponding evaluation technique is selected to ensure

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
software quality. In this way, migration from current state to the target state can guarantee that
the solution is implemented under the control of the migration plan.

PT

Ⅳ. Real-Case Demonstration

RI

We use the three-year software project supported by the Department of Health (DOH) in

SC

Taiwan as a case to explain the adopting procedure of proposed SIM plan. The reasons of using
case study are because the contexts, details, and improvements of a medical system are quite

NU

difficult to describe without a real case and this DOH project is the only implementation of our

MA

proposed method. The DOH is implementing Electronic Medical Record (EMR) based on the
Healthcare Information and Management System Society (HIMSS) Analytics™ EMR Adoption

D

Model (Palacio et al., 2010) with seven stages. Generally, medium or large scale medical

TE

institutes in Taiwan are on stage four or five, because the closed loop medication administration
has already been used by physicians for years. To achieve stage 6, full clinical decision support

necessary.
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system and structured templates are needed. For stage 7, fully electronic medical record is

In this case, the purpose is to develop a Hand-drafting and Picture Management (HDP)
system and related functions for a DOH hospital. The HDP system is designed to fully support
physicians to make clinic decisions by combining text description, hand-drafted pictures, and
examination photos. Because the HDP system is a knowledge intensive product with
complicated data sources during a subjective data, objective data, assessment, and treatment plan
(SOAP) transaction, the modified SIM plan uses expertise models to systematically analyze it for
satisfying software requirements.
At first, organization model is used to diagnose the current state. OM-1 as listed in Table 2
introduces the summary and introduction components of the SIM plan and discusses the context
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of problems and opportunities. The context includes the mission, external factors, strategies, and
major value drivers. By examining these important issues, the solution is ensured to be a suitable

PT

countermeasure.

SC

Problems and Opportunities Worksheet OM-1
The text information supplied by Hospital Information System
(HIS) and image files provided by Picture Archiving and
Communication Systems (PACS) are functioning independently.
Hence, only using these kinds of media to describe patients’
niduses is not enough; that is, it needs a certain system to capture
physicians’ thoughts into medical treatments for precisely editing
medical records of patients.
Mission:
Supply more robust mechanism of EMR and provide userfriendly system to medical personnel.
External Factors:
Some hospitals in Taiwan attempted to use infrared rays for
detecting drafting trail; however, this technique violated the
paperless concept of EMR and influenced physicians’ habits
during medical treatments.
Strategy:
The HDP system cannot change physicians’ habits of drafting
patients’ symptoms.
Major value driver:
After introducing the HDP system, in the future it will be
extended to the environment of cross-hospital as distributed
software architecture.
Solutions:
1. Propose the HDP system to address the gap between HIS and
PACS.
2. Provide hand-drafting functions to image files.
3. Introduce templates to strengthen hand-drafting functions.
4. Supply models to speed up medical procedures.
5. Supply different kinds of printing or presenting formats for
satisfying different kinds of medical scenarios.

Solutions
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D

Organizational
Context

MA

NU

Organization
Model
Problems and
Opportunities

RI

Table 2 OM-1 for the HDP System

OM-2 as shown in Fig. 2 presents the hospital management of the SIM plan. The
involved personnel in project are organized to effectively handle the related issues.
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D

MA

NU

SC

RI

PT
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Fig. 2. Organization Structure.

OM-3 as listed in Table 3 analyzes the main tasks of the necessary processes, and OM-4 as
demonstrated in Table 4 indicates the related knowledge assets used in these processes of the
HDP system. The tasks of HDP system, as shown in OM-3, include service manager, control
manager, SOAP manager, and picture manager. Besides, the knowledge intensive levels of these
tasks are examined in detail. With the assistance of OM-4, the relationships between important
knowledge assets and main tasks are connected, and the statuses of these knowledge assets are
then examined. The related processes and knowledge assets handle the corresponding
information management to analyze the needed processes and related resources. After these
works are finished, the manager can monitor the performance of information management in the
SIM plan by feasibility analysis.
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Table 3 OM-3 for the HDP System

PT

RI

SC

NU

Knowledge Assets Worksheet OM-4
Used in
Right Right Right Right
Form Place Time Quality
Control Manager &
Not


Not
SOAP Manager
sure
sure
Control Manager &
Picture Manager
Control Manager &
SOAP Manager
Service Manager &
SOAP Manager
Service Manager &
Picture Manager
Service Manager
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Organization Model
Knowledge Possessed
Asset?
By
The HDP
Suite of
system
Medical
Records
The HDP
Templates
system
The HDP
Models
system
HIS
Medical
Records
PACS
Image Files

MA

Service Manager
Control Manager
SOAP Manager
Picture Manager

D

1
2
3
4

Process Breakdown Worksheet OM-3
Performed By Where Knowledge
Significance
Intensive
Physician
OM-2
Medium
Supportive
Physician
OM-2
Medium
Supportive
Physician
OM-2
High
Major
Physician
OM-2
High
Major
Table 4 OM-4 for the HDP System

TE

Organization Model
No.
Task



















Not
sure
Not
sure














Mechanism The HDP
system
of
Permission
Management
The HDP
Service Manager




Process
system
Status of
Lifecycle
To complete information management, the details of tasks and knowledge assets are
examined by TM-1 (Table 5) and TM-2 (Table 6). In addition, AM-1 as shown in Table 7
introduces the agent’s role in the HDP system, and the attributes of involved workflow are listed
to characterize the specific agent. TM-1 focuses on the main tasks of the HDP system: service
manager, control manager, SOAP manager, and picture manager. The important characteristics
of specific task are analyzed through TM-1. TM-2 indicates critical knowledge items used in the
system, i.e. suite of medical record, template of hand-drafting picture, and model of the suite of
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medical record, so the data sources of transactions can be examined in detail. The agent depicted
by AM-1 will be further used in the communication model.

PT

Table 5 TM-1 for the HDP System
Task Analysis Worksheet TM-1
Service
Control
SOAP
Picture
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Supportive
Primary
Primary
Organization Supportive
-Ensure
-Accelerate
-Maintain the -Ensure
the
Goal and
permissions
medical
SOAP
management of
Value
management
process
operating
normal PACS
-Ensure
-Customize the styles
of picture
and
compatible
suite
of physicians
hand-drafted
data sources
medical
picture
-Maintain the records
lifecycle
Service
Control
SOAP
Dependency Other
Managers/
Manager/
Manager/
Manager/
and Flow
Other
SOAP
Picture
SOAP
(Input/
Managers
Manager
Manager
Manager
Output)
Service/Control/SOAP/Picture object is mapped to the inferences of
Objects
the related domain.
Handled
Timing and All permissions, process statuses, and lifecycle are controlled by the
service manager.
Control
Physician/HIS/PACS/HDP
Agents
-Suite
of -Suite
of -Templates
Knowledge -Medical
records
medical
medical
-Image files
and
records
records
Competence -Image files
-Mechanism of -Templates
-Models
permission
-Models
management
-Process status
of lifecycle
Time sensitive
Resources
Quality and The system should ensure connections quality of software
Performance components.
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Task Model
Task
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Table 6 TM-2 for the HDP System
Knowledge Item Worksheet TM-2
Suite of Medical
Template
Model
Record
The HDP system
Possessed by
Control
Control
Control
Used in
Manager &
Manager &
Manager &
SOAP Manager Picture Manager SOAP Manager
Hand-drafting and picture management
Domain
Nature of knowledge (Bottleneck / to be improved?)
Formal, rigorous
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Empirical, quantitative
Heuristic, rule of thumb
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Highly specialized,
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
domain-specific
Experience-based
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Action-based
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Incomplete
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Uncertain, may be
▓ (Yes)
incorrect
Quickly changing
Hard to verify
Tacit, hard to transfer
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Form of the knowledge
Mind
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Paper
Electronic
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Action skill
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Other
Availability of knowledge
Limitations in time
Limitations in space
Limitations in access
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Limitations in quality
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Limitations in form
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
▓ (Yes)
Remarks: Data sources of HIS, PACS, and HDP have to be well organized.
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Task Model
Name
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Table 7 AM-1 for Physician

RI

Involved in

Agent Worksheet AM-1
Physician
Surgical department plays the role of the surgical operation, and
the other departments use the system for normal operation.
Service Manager/Control Manager/SOAP Manager/
Picture Manager
HIS/PACS/HDP

PT

Agent Model
Name
Organization

MA

NU

SC

Communicate
with
Medical records/templates/models/image files
Knowledge
The HDP system can monitor processes and manage lifecycle.
Other
Competences
Responsibilities All the permissions are assigned by the HDP system.
and Constraints
With the above-mentioned components, the current state of the SIM plan could be carefully
analyzed. After the context analysis is finished, the target state of the SIM plan should be further

D

planned. Knowledge model, communication model, and design model are used to complete these
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enough.

TE

works. The migration between two states can be assessed if these models are precise and detailed

Knowledge model includes task knowledge, inference knowledge, and domain knowledge.
For task knowledge, the main tasks of the HDP system defined in TM-1 are further decomposed
into detail inferences, and the task methods are used to maintain the relationships between tasks
with decomposed inferences. In inference knowledge, all inferences of the HDP system are
connected to related dynamic input role, dynamic output role, and static role. As for domain
knowledge, the relationships between the concepts of the HDP system are connected by the
corresponding rule types, and the knowledge base is used to compose the defined concepts and
rule types with working mechanisms. After using task knowledge (Fig. 3) to decompose tasks to
detail inferences, inference knowledge (Fig. 4) maps them to concepts, rule types, and
knowledge bases of domain knowledge (Fig. 5) and describes interactions between inferences
and roles.
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HDP

PT

Task
SOAP Method

2
Control
Manager

Task

Task

Service Method

Control Method

Task Method

SC

1
Service
Manager

RI

Task Method

4
Picture Manager

Task

Task

SOAP Method

Picturel Method

Task Method

Task Method

Task Method

1.1
Validate
Identity

2.1
Print

3.1
Subjective Data
Editing

Inference

Inference

Inference

2.2
Search & Sort

3.2
Objective Data
Retrieving

Inference

Inference

4.2
Apply
Searching
mechanism
Inference

2.3
Process
Categorization

3.3
Assessment
Data Editing

4.3
Template
Supplying

Inference

Inference

Inference

1.4
Process Status
Monitoring

2.4
Template &
Model Editing

3.4
Plan to Do Data
Description

Inference

Inference

Inference

1.5
Lifecycle
Management

2.5
Process Editing

3.5
Model
Supplying

Inference

Inference

Inference

MA
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1.2
HIS & PACS
Connection
Inference

1.3
Validate
Authority of
Requirements
Inference

NU

3
SOAP Manager

Fig. 3. Task Knowledge for the HDP System.

4.1
Manage
Objective
Pictures
Inference

4.4
Draft
Mechanism
Supplying
Inference
4.5
Classification
Mechanism
Setting
Inference
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Hand-Draft

Validate
Identity

Medical
Mode

Access Model

Authorized
User

Connect HIS &
PACS

Suite of
Medical Record

Validate
Authority

HIS

Permission

Drift
Mechanism

Retrieve
Objective Data

Adopt Template

Search

Abstracted
Case

Hand-drafted
Picture

Suite of
Medical Record

Search Picture

Classify Picture

Sort

Picture

Categorized Handdrafted Picture

NU

SC

RI

Abstracted
Case

MA

PACS

PT

Edit Subjective
Data

Manage Picture
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Edit Template

Medical
Record

D

Unauthorized
User

Categorize

Edit Model

Edit Process

Manage
Lifecycle

Monitor Process
Status

Print Result

Suite of
Medical Record

Print

Planning
Data

Edit Assessment
Data

Edit Planning
Data

Fig. 4. Inference Knowledge for the HDP System.

Assessing
Result
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PT

Permission Decision

1+

1+

Control

SC

RI

Service

1+
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1+

1+

MA

Medical Requirement

1+

1+
SOAP
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Picture

1+

Picture Requirement

Fig. 5. Domain Knowledge for the HDP System.

To describe the communication aspects of the target state, communication model is adopted.
The SOAP transaction of the HDP system is defined in CM-1 (Table 8), and the involved
information objects, agents, and constraints are examined. Besides, the related information
exchange specification and communication plan of the SOAP transaction are recorded. The
information exchange specification is defined in CM-2 (Table 9). The communication type
patterns and attributes of messages are analyzed to define message specifications. The sequence
diagram describing the communication plan is shown in Fig. 6.
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Table 8 CM-1 for SOAP Transaction

PT

SOAP Transaction
Service Object/Control Object/SOAP Object/Picture Object

RI

Physician/HIS/PACS/HDP

SC

See Fig. 5.

The version of HDP system is built for one hospital. In the future,
this system will support the environment of distributed system.
See CM-2.

NU

Information
Exchange
Specification

Transaction Description Worksheet CM-1

MA

Communication
Model
Transaction
Information
Objects
Agents
Involved
Communication
Plan
Constraints

Table 9 CM-2 for SOAP Transaction

D

Information Exchange Specification Worksheet CM-2

TE

SOAP Transaction
Sender: Physician
Receiver: The HDP system
As seen in CM-1, there are four information Objects.
Role: They are all core objects to support others.
Form: Lifecycle is executed by transmitted suitable parameters.
Medium: The agent-agent interaction is fully automatic.
Validating procedure is a type of Ask-Reply from medical
personnel to validating server.
Connecting procedure is a type of Request-Offer from validating
server to HIS and PACS.
Controlling function selection is a type of Request-Offer from
medical to controlling server.
SOAP procedure is a type of Request-Offer from controlling
server to SOAP manager.
Picture template selection is a type of Request-Offer from SOAP
manager to picture server.
It is done by the monitoring service and lifecycle management.
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Communication
Model
Transaction
Agents
Involved
Information
Items

Message
Specifications

Control over
Messages
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Physician

Service Manager

HIS & PACS

Control Manager

SOAP Manager

PT

Verify Identity and Authority

RI

Retrieve Patient Data
Show History Data

Picture Manager

Show History Data

SC

Choose Normal or Operating Type

NU

Initialize SOAP Process

Show Objective Data

Choose Source of Picture
Show Objective Data

MA

Edit Subjective Data
Send Present Result

Drafting requirement

D

Choose Drafting Format
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Send Templete
Edit Picture
Send Result

Complete Drafting

Edit Assessment & Plan
Complete SOAP Process
Store Suite of Medical Record

Show or Print Medical Procedure and Finding

Fig. 6.
Communication Plan for the HDP System.
After defining knowledge model and communication model of the target state, the software
architecture and target implementation platform of the HDP system as demonstrated in Tables
10-11 are established depending on the target solution. The subsystem structure, control model,
and subsystem decomposition mechanism are recorded in DM-1. The used software, potential
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hardware, target hardware, library, programming language, knowledge representation,
interaction protocol, and control flow are listed in DM-2.

RI

Functions work in event-driven mechanism, and monitoring
mechanisms are accomplished through centralized control.
See task knowledge and inference knowledge.

SC

Subsystem
Decomposition

Worksheet DM-1: System Architecture
It is shown in task knowledge.

NU

Design Model
Subsystem
Structure
Control Model

PT

Table 10 DM-1 for the HDP System

Table 11 DM-2 for the HDP System

TE

D

MA

Worksheet DM-2: Target Implementation Platform
HDP
N/A
N/A
Supply different presenting and printing formats.
Full O-O language
Use declarative representation to support visualization,
and use templates to strengthen hand-drafting
functions.
ODBC
Message-passing mechanism
Application domain
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CE
P

Design Model
Software Package
Potential Hardware
Target Hardware
Visualization Library
Language Typing
Knowledge
Representation
Interaction Protocols
Control Flow
CommonKADS Support
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To implement the assessment points of the proposed SIM plan, the selection guidelines and
procedures follow the GQM-paradigm (Basili and Rombach, 1988) and software requirements of

PT

software engineering. First, the quality goals are set up, and a suitable quality model is chosen.

RI

Second, the quality assurance activity is designed to fulfill the concerns of quality goal. Third,
the suitable evaluation techniques are selected to judge if it fits the specific quality assurance

SC

activity based on the software requirements.

NU

Since DM-3 and DM-4 use the MVC metaphor-based checklist, the coverage-based quality
assurance activity is chosen. The artifact-based checklists of inspection assess the requirements

MA

of the proposed SIM plan instead of the usage-based quality assurance activity. It is due to the
fact that 1) controllers are mainly executed by the service manager, and the control manager

TE

D

supports the control mechanism; 2) the aspects of views are primarily categorized into the
normal diagnosis and surgical operation, and the HDP system adopts different kinds of printing
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and displaying formats for different scenarios; 3) the application model is examined by the
aspects of task, task method, inference, inference method, dynamic role, static role, and
knowledge base.

As discussed, the property-based checklist of inspection better examines the results of
adopting the proposed design framework; hence, the concept of architecture alignment is
introduced into the assessment phase.

Ⅴ. Evaluation and Implication
To ensure the proposed SIM plan can meet the requirements in this case, we adopted the
Delphi method (Okoli and Pawlowski, 2004) to evaluate the implementation result. Three
randomly-chosen physicians and one member of the software-developing team attended this
Delphi group to assess the suitability of the proposed SIM plan.
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To measure how well the proposed design framework is utilized in the medical software
development project, one questionnaire of property-based checklist revised from Luftman (2003)

PT

was used. During each round, the respondents ranked their answers in a 5-point Likert scale. To

RI

reach consensus, the ranking process repeated until the results converged. This evaluation was
done every year and we found the performance is getting better. The results of last year are listed

SC

in Table 12. Each category has its corresponding practices to measure the maturity level of

NU

architecture alignment.

Practice Category

MA

Table 12 Architecture Alignment Score of the HDP System

Practice
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1. Understanding of business by IT
2. Understanding of IT by business
3. Organizational learning
Communications
4. Style and ease of access
5. Leveraging intellectual assets
6. IT–business liaison staff
7. IT metrics
8. Business metrics
9. Link between IT and business metrics
Competency/Value
10. Service level agreements
Measurements
11. Benchmarking
12. Formally assess IT investments
13. Continuous improvement practices
14. Formal business strategy planning
15. Formal IT strategy planning
16. Organizational structure
17. Reporting relationships
Governance
18. How IT is budgeted
19. Rationale for IT spending
20. Senior-level IT steering committee
21. How projects are prioritized
22. Business perception of IT
23. IT’s role in strategic business
planning
Partnership
24. Shared risks and rewards
25.
Managing
the
IT–business

Score
1 2 3

4

5

Average
Category
Score

√
√
√
√
√

4.7

√
√
√
√
√

4.4

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

4.5

√
√
√
√

4.2

√
√
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√
√

PT

√

NU

MA

D
TE
AC
CE
P

Skills

SC

RI

Technology Scope

relationship
26. Relationship and trust style
27. Business sponsors and champions
28. Primary systems
29. Standards
30. Architectural integration
31. How IT infrastructure is perceived
32.
Innovative,
entrepreneurial
environment
33. Key IT HR decisions made by
34. Change readiness
35. Career crossover opportunities
36. Cross-functional training and job
rotation
37. Social interaction
38. Attract and retain top talent

√
√
√

4.8

√
√
√
√

4

√
√
√
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The negotiation between IT staff and healthcare staff is fulfilled by holding periodical
meetings, but it is still difficult for healthcare staff of hospital to thoroughly understand technical

PT

problems. Adopting the proposed SIM plan in the process of software development categorizes

RI

technical problems into suitable models. All of the information assets are maintained to satisfy
the purposes of organizational learning and enhance the reuse of software architecture in the

SC

future.

NU

The primary problem for competency/value measurements is that the selected techniques of
solution are mostly decided by IT staff only. By adopting the proposed SIM plan, IT investment

MA

can be assessed as to whether it satisfies the continuous improvement. The software modification
is easily followed, because the existing models are the benchmarks for further enhancement.

TE
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Quality assurance activity is conducted by using the checklists of inspection, so the manager can
ensure whether the service level agreement is fulfilled.
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Even though the organizational maturity of DOH hospital is decent, the service level
agreement is still problematic. The problem arises because there is no formal mechanism to
handle SIM-related topics for IT projects. Consequently, IT staff directly determines software
development methods and tools and ignores the evaluation procedures. The proposed SIM plan
can handle the issues between healthcare business and IT strategy planning. In this way, a
hospital doesn’t need to establish an IT steering committee and can choose suitable software
development methods and tools with target IT budget.
To manage the relationship of healthcare business and IT and maintain a trust style between
the corresponding staff, a method enhancing perception and sharing risk is necessary. The
proposed SIM plan takes this concern into account and monitors the progresses of project.
Separating software architecture concerns into models of related categories effectively reduces
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the risks of software development and strategy planning. The migration plan can also be set up,
because the current state and target state of the system have been analyzed in detail.

PT

The proposed SIM plan assists in maintenance of the related information assets for further

RI

reuse. Regarding the HDP system, some medical standards must be complied (e.g. HL7, CDA
R2, etc.), because they influence the future compatibility and form modularization. Besides, data

SC

exchange between software components needs strict integrity, because it involves the patient’s

NU

safety. As far as software architecture is concerned, separating concerns into expertise models
ensures that the important points are all examined according to the principles of knowledge

MA

engineering and management. Therefore, the software quality is enhanced.
Since the above-mentioned technical and environmental issues (i.e. software architecture,

TE
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software quality, and standard) may influence the suitability and applicability of the HDP
system, the SIM plan needs to carefully handle them. As well known, changes are critical factors
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for successful implementation of a system. Using artifact-based and property-based checklists of
inspection to conduct quality assurance activity, every change of system is monitored and
controlled in detail. In this way, software quality is assured, and software architecture is easier to
satisfy the potential software requirements of future modification.
Lack of a complete project scope usually results from poor communication, because every
stakeholder often only considers his/her involving workflow. Hence, to align the strategic goals
of information system and principles of top management is necessary for healthcare business and
IT strategy planning. As for the implementation procedures, if the detailed mechanisms are not
organized clearly, the project often fails. The current state analysis not only describes the actual
status of solution but also designs the organizational structure suitable for implementation of the
SIM plan.
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Considering the different expected results of stakeholders and whether the adopted
techniques are feasible is the major objective of target state analysis. After finishing this analysis,

PT

the outsourcing companies of the project can establish service level agreements precisely to

RI

avoid conflicts during software implementation and software delivery processes. The
cooperation between outsourcing companies is an error-prone operation due to the inseparable

SC

relationship between software components. By using knowledge model and communication

NU

model, the accountability is enhanced. Final assessments are conducted via checklists of
inspection to support project management. During software development, service level is

MA

difficult to control because many unexpected software requirements may emerge. To assure a
project, assessing the migration results is essential for guiding healthcare business and IT

TE

Ⅵ. Conclusion

D

strategy planning.
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For developing software architecture that can satisfy software quality elicited from practical
requirements, a well-designed software development methodology for medical institutes is
proposed. This study adopts the method of software quality engineering to integrate
CommonKADS and the SIM plan. In this way, the applicability of the proposed SIM plan is
improved.
Since software requirements constantly change, modifications must be handled consciously
to prevent dead-end software development (Unphon and Dittrich, 2010). Keeping software
architecture easily modifiable is inevitable for coping with the future requirements and
innovations. By adopting the improved SIM plan, the major advantages are as follows:
1.

The improved SIM plan categorizes the technical problems into suitable models,
making the negotiation between healthcare staff and IT staff smoother. By doing so,
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the organizational learning and business-IT liaison is enhanced. Even the
inexperienced adopters are able to use it to construct the high quality communication

Continuous improvement and quality assurance can be satisfied by assessing IT

RI

2.

PT

channel.

investment and benchmarking expertise models with the proposed SIM plan.

3.

NU

routine activities and hospital culture.

SC

Furthermore, these well-established competency/value measurements will become

The viewpoints from healthcare business and IT strategy planning are integrated.

4.

MA

Besides, the report channel is enhanced.

This plan separates software architecture concerns into different models. In this way,

5.

TE
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the feasibility of target solution can be judged and the risk is shared between partners.
The improved SIM plan assists the component-based software development, so
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software architecture integration is managed in a systematical manner. Since the
related information assets are maintained for reuse, continuous improvement of the IT
infrastructure is feasible.
6.

It effectively handles the proactive change requirements by articulating expertise
models, so an innovative environment is created. Meanwhile, the adopters’ experiences
are retained to satisfy the purpose of organizational learning.
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Research Highlights
* This proposed methodology can be used to improve the SIM plan.
* With the proposed SIM plan, software development process is improved.
* The related software architecture are examined in different models.
* A real case with the working scenario to verify this proposed SIM plan.

